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Abstract: 

This project will focus on creating a functioning electromyogram, controlled by human 
muscle contractions, to power a Lego Mindstorm NXT 2.0® car. The ability to move a small 
electronic device will be translated to moving something larger and more beneficial, such as a 
wheelchair. This will eventually lead to aiding paraplegic patients succumbed to a wheelchair 
lifestyle. If this person can now control their own wheelchair, more independence is gained.

 

Introduction:

Approximately 250,000 Americans have a spinal cord injury, with 11,000 new injuries 
occurring each year. Therefore, there is a growing need for assisting these patients, paraplegics 
specifically. Today, the most commonly used aiding device is the power wheelchair. However, 
this requires complete usage of arms/hands, and some injured patients are not capable of this. 
This electromyogram project will allow patients to control a wheelchair through simple muscle 
contraction. Specifically to this project, the forearm flexor muscles will be used to control a 
Lego Mindstorm car.

 

Methods:

Utilize previously existing hardware setup for ECG - including breadboard, PCB, electrodes, 
and oscilloscope connection.

Adjust previously developed MOBD and ECG algorithms to create new software that can 
read muscle activity. 

Add additional software that will recognize direction and force of muscle movement, and 
output appropriate action onto Lego car.  

Import new software from utilized coding program into the Lego MindStorm’s controlling 
program. 

 
Probable Goal:

Reasonably, an analog system will be developed, triggered by muscle activity, to control the 
acceleration and direction of the movement of a Lego MindStorm car. The acceleration of the 
car will be determined by the amount of force the muscle contraction produces. For example, 
a stronger muscle contraction leads to a faster acceleration. Also, this system will be able to 
differentiate between channel 1 and 2 (arms 1 and 2) and detect muscle stimulation patterns to 
signal direction of the car. 

Ideal Outcome:
Through the course of the semester, the proposed final outcome will be to create a “stand alone” 
system that uses muscle activity of an individual’s arms to control the movement and direction of 
a Lego Mindstorm car. This will be accomplished through the use of Bluetooth, i.e. there will be 
no computer directly connected to the Lego car. 



Design:

Origin of Problem:

Approximately 11,000 spinal cord injuries occur each year, leaving victims with little or 
no motor and sensor functionality in their lower extremities. 47% of spinal cord injuries cause 
quadriplegia. In this case individuals lose the ability to move or feel any limbs, as well as the 
torso. Either case is certainly tragic, and today drastically reduces quality of life after such an 
accident. With the overwhelming majority of spinal cord injuries occurring before the age of 30, 
assistive devices and methods are becoming more significant in helping individuals continue on 
with their lives. 

The motivation behind this research comes from the following five facts:

1. There is a large population of individuals in the US (25 million people) with spinal 
cord injuries

2. Spinal cord injuries generally occur at an early age, often leaving patients otherwise 
healthy, but constricted to a wheelchair. 

3. Some spinal cord injuries leave an individual with the inability to manually move a 
wheelchair. Quadriplegics are unable to move even power chairs triggered by a joystick. 

4. The electrical signal in a muscle is strong, and very easy to capture. 

5. Individuals with paraplegia and quadriplegia still have many working muscles 
activated by electrical signals. 

The Biomedical Engineering program at the University of Rhode Island has been closely 
associated with electronics and electrical engineering from its inception. Therefore, this project 
requires skills from electrical engineering classes we have taken, and incorporates engineering 
problems in medicine. Students in the program have also, in earlier semesters, been asked to 
create their own electrocardiogram, so we have a strong background in sensing internal electrical 
signals. The project was realized last year, and has been passed down each year, so as to 
investigate further the uses of an electromyographic input in robotics.

Realistic Constraints:  

an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within 
realistic constraints such as economic, environmental, social, political, ethical, health 
and safety, manufacturability, and sustainability. - ABET

Economic: The products and systems that were used and tested met the economic constrains. 
Much of the supplies were donated to us from previous people trying to design the 
electromyogram before us. Laboratory supplies were also given to us to construct the breadboard 
and printed circuit board.

Environmental: The electromyogram meets the environmental constrains. The manufacturing of 
parts such as the PIC18F452 and Lego MindStorm met with the standards of RoHS which are 
environmentally conscious, restricting the usage of specific harmful chemicals.



Social: There are no clear social restrictions with this project. 

Political: There are no clear political restrictions with this project.

Ethical: The ethical constraints of this project are met with the basic standards of manufacturing 
and distribution of the supplies used and tested.

Health and Safety: All of the products that we are using and testing require certain protocol in 
ordered to be manufactured. These protocols are standards for the health and safety of others and 
are recognized by many organizations as being a top priority. 

Manufacturability: The Manufacturability constrains are not distressful. Much of the major parts 
combined for the project are already manufactured reasonably economical. The finished products 
of the printed circuit board and bread board could be easily manufactured.

Sustainability: The maintenance constrains are unknown since the final product has not been 
constructed. The products previously developed that we are incorporating in the project have low 
maintenance such as the Lego MindStorm NXT® which are made for child’s play.

Engineering Standards:

In engineering, business and manufacturing it is essential for the suppliers, customers 
and users of the product to come to an agreement on requirements for the transaction. Most 
requirements are standards with specific targets and tolerances. Standards can range anywhere 
from the procedures, balance or consensus. Specifications may be written by government 
agencies, standards organizations (IEC, RoHS, ANSI, AAMI, etc.), trade associations, 
corporations, and others. The specifications ensure that such products can use worldwide; the 
idea such that if a people who own cameras can go anywhere and purchase film needed. These 
standards ensure that the characteristics and quality of products are consistent, that people should 
use the same definitions and terms, and that products are tested the same way.

The engineering standards that are applied to the Electromyogram being tested at the 
University of Rhode Island follow the basic safety and essential performances of medical 
equipment and systems. The ANSI/AAMI EC 11 describes the safety and performance 
requirements for the basic electrocardiograph. This same cardiograph we converted into 
detecting electric impulses on the muscles, just by changing the sampling frequency but still 
following the safety requirements. In the standards required by the IEC 60601-11 describes the 
safety and essential performance of medical electrical equipment and systems. The project does 
not modify the equipment but modifies programs  ideally that will control the Lego MindStorm 
car so the equipment still follows the basic safety produced by the manufacturer. We also 
follow the basic RoHS (Restriction of Use of Hazardous Substances) regulations limits or bans 
of specific substances - lead, cadmium, polybrominated biphenyl (PBB), mercury, hexavalent 
chromium, and polybrominated diphenyl ether (PBDE) flame retardants - in new electronic 
and electric equipment. The restricted materials are hazardous to the environment and pollute 
landfills, and are dangerous in occupational exposure during manufacturing and recycling. The 
manufacturer followed these regulations therefor by default, our research did as well because 
we did not modify the equipment. Our PIC18F452 is also verified if it is RoHS compliant in the 



references listed below.

In conclusion, the importance of restrictions and standards is evident. For many products 
and systems there are parts which are important that they are interchangeable to make that 
product last longer and worth the money of the investor; this is ensured by procedure standards. 
These products and systems should represent the manufacturer with the quality of safety of 
the product. With new technology evolving everyday the standards can keep waste down to 
minimum and the safety of everyone the main priority.

 

Results:

Current Results: 

The electrocardiogram that was previously constructed in BME 361 has been 
successfully converted to an electromyogram. There are three electrodes that are placed on a 
participant’s forearm (two on forearm muscle, and one near elbow to act as ground), and the 
oscilloscope shows the contractions as the participant clenches fist to engage forearm muscle. 
Also, we have successfully connected the Lego Mindstorm software to a C coding software so 
we can input actions for the Mindtsorm car to carry out. Right now, we have code for the car to 
beep.

Eventual Results: 

Probable Goal: Reasonably, an analog system will be developed, triggered by muscle 
activity, to control the acceleration and direction of the movement of a Lego MindStorm car. 
The acceleration of the car will be determined by the amount of force the muscle contraction 
produces. For example, a stronger muscle contraction leads to a faster acceleration. Also, this 
system will be able to differentiate between channel 1 and 2 (arms 1 and 2) and detect muscle 
stimulation patterns to signal direction of the car. 

Ideal Outcome: Through the course of the semester, the proposed final outcome will be 
to create a “stand alone” system that uses muscle activity of an individual’s arms to control the 
movement and direction of a Lego Mindstorm car. This will be accomplished through the use of 
Bluetooth, i.e. there will be no computer involved in the system.The electromyogram that acts 
upon the forearm muscle will control the Lego Mindstorm car through C coding that we have 
connected to the Mindstorm software.

 

Discussion:

Since the current results do not match the desired results, we are continuing to work our 
way to reach this eventual goal. 
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Appendix E: BME 361 Final Lab (Software):

/
*****************************************************************************
*********************/

/* BME 361 Biomeasurement Laboratory:  FINAL DEMO                             
      */

/* Instructors: Prof. Ying Sun, Dr. John DiCecco                              
  */

/* Assembled by: Ryan Andrews                 
              */

/* Last update: June 29, 2011                                                 
  */

/
*****************************************************************************
*********************/

 

/******************************** Specify the chip that we are using 
******************************/

#pragma chip PIC18f452

 

/************************************ Define Prototype Functions 
**********************************/

void _highPriorityInt(void);

void delay_ms(unsigned char x);

 

/***************************************** Global variables 
***************************************/

unsigned char function, buttondelay0, buttondelay1; // Switch 
between demo functions 

unsigned char variable;
// LAB 1 - BINARY COUNTER

unsigned char ad_input, mode, counter, output; // LAB 2 - 
ECG SIMULATION

uns16 timer_count;

unsigned char data0, data1;
// LAB 3 - ECHO & DERIVATIVE

int16 dumb, dumber;



unsigned char data2, pres, next, buffer, sorted[9], stuffed[9];
// LAB 6 - LP, HP, 60Hz, MEDIAN FILTERS

unsigned char a, i, j;

 

bit LCD_update, buttflag, new_data, display; // Flags 
for buttons, filters, and LCD

 

#pragma origin 0x8 

interrupt  highPriorityInterrupt(void){

_highPriorityInt(); // 8 code words available including call and 
RETFIE

// Restore W, STATUS and BSR from shadow registers:

#pragma fastMode

}

unsigned char ReadADC(){ /********* start A/D, read 
from an A/D channel ************/

unsigned char ADC_VALUE;

GO = 1; // Start 
the AD conversion

while(!ADIF) continue; // Wait until AD 
conversion is complete

ADC_VALUE = ADRESH; // Return the 
highest 8 bits of the 10-bit AD conversion

return ADC_VALUE;

}

void _highPriorityInt(void){ /******** High Priority Interrupt 
Service Routine *********/

checkflags:

if(TMR0IF == 1) { // When there is a 
timer0 overflow, this loop runs

TMR0IE = 0; // Disable 
interrupt

TMR0IF = 0; // Reset timer 0 
interrupt flag to 0

if (buttondelay0 != 0)buttondelay0--; // Delay to debounce 
pushbutton



if (buttondelay1 != 0)buttondelay1--; // Delay to debounce 
pushbutton

switch (function) {

case 0: // LAB 1 - BINARY 
COUNTER

TMR0H  =0xFC; // Reset timer 
count: high-order and low-order bytes

TMR0L = 0x17; // $FFFF - $FC17 
= $03E8 = 1000 (decimal) => ~ 1ms

break; 

case 1: // LAB 2 - ECG 
SIMULATION

ad_input = ReadADC(); // Bonus Section - 
Variable Heartrate

timer_count = (uns16)ad_input; // Casting ad_input as 
16 bits

timer_count = timer_count*4; // Convert timer_count from 
0V-5V input

timer_count += 500; // to 500-1500 
digital range => 48bpm-138bpm (approx)

timer_count = 0xFFFF - timer_count; 

TMR0H = timer_count >> 8; // Load upper 8 bits to 
TMR0H

TMR0L = timer_count - TMR0H; // Load lower 8 bits to TMR0L

switch(mode){

case 0: // P wave up

counter++;

output++;

if(counter == 30) mode++;

break;

case 1: // P wave 
flat

counter--;

if(counter == 0) mode++;

break;



case 2: // P wave 
down

counter++;

output--;

if(counter == 30){

mode++;

counter = 0;

}

break;

case 3: // PQ 
segment

counter++;

if(counter == 70) {

mode++;

counter = 0;

}

break;

case 4: // Q wave 
down

counter++;

output-=3;

if(counter == 5){

mode++;

counter = 0;

}

break;

case 5: // R wave up

counter++;

output+=5;

if(counter == 44){

mode++;

counter = 0;



}

break;

case 6: // R wave 
down

counter++;

output-=5;

if(counter == 51){

mode++;

counter = 0;

}

break;

case 7: // S wave up

counter++;

output+=5;

if(counter == 10){

mode++;

counter = 0;

}

break;

case 8: // ST 
segment

counter++;

if(counter == 89){

mode++;

counter = 0;

}

break;

case 9: // T wave up

counter++;

output++;

if(counter == 55) mode++;



break;

case 10: // T wave flat

counter--;

if(counter == 0) mode++;

break;

case 11: // T wave down

counter++;

output--; 

if(counter == 55){

mode++;

counter =0 ;

}

break;

case 12: // End of 
heartbeat - wait 255 counts

counter++;

if(counter == 255){

mode = 0;

counter = 0;

}

break;

}

break;

case 2: // LAB 3 - ECHO

TMR0H  =0xEF; // Reset timer 
count: high-order and low-order bytes

TMR0L = 0xB8; // 0xFFFF-0xEFB8 
= $1047 = 4167 => 4.167 ms => 240 Hz

output = ReadADC(); // Read A/D and 
send it to output

break;

case 3: // LAB 3 - 
DERIVATIVE



TMR0H  =0xEF; // Reset timer 
count: high-order and low-order bytes

TMR0L = 0xB8; // 0xFFFF-0xEFB8 
= $1047 = 4167 => 4.167 ms => 240 Hz

data1 = data0; // Save the 
previous sample in data1

data0 = ReadADC(); // Read ADC and 
save the present sample in data0

dumb = data0;

dumb -= data1; // Backward 
difference: data0 - data1

dumb += 128; // Shift baseline 
up

if (dumb > 255) dumb = 255;

if (dumb < 0) dumb = 0;

output = dumb;

break;

case 4: // LAB 6 - 
LOWPASS FILTER

TMR0H  =0xEF; // Reset timer 
count: high-order and low-order bytes

TMR0L = 0xB8; // 0xFFFF-0xEFB8 
= $1047 = 4167 => 4.167 ms => 240 Hz

data2 = data1; // Save the 
previous-previous in data2

data1 = data0; // Save the 
previous sample in data1

data0 = ReadADC(); // Read ADC and 
save the present sample in data0

dumb = data0;

dumb += data1;

dumb += data1;

dumb += data2; 

dumb = dumb >> 2; // y[n]=(x[n]+2x[n-1]
+x[n-2])/4

output = dumb;



break;

case 5: // LAB 6 - HIGH-
FREQUENCY ENCHANCED FILTER

TMR0H  =0xEF; // Reset timer 
count: high-order and low-order bytes

TMR0L = 0xB8; // 0xFFFF-0xEFB8 
= $1047 = 4167 => 4.167 ms => 240 Hz

data2 = data1; // Save the 
previous-previous in data2

data1 = data0; // Save the 
previous sample in data1

data0 = ReadADC(); // Read ADC and 
save the present sample in data0

dumb = data0; // Calculates the 
LPF component...

dumb += data1;

dumb += data1;

dumb += data2; 

dumb = dumb >> 2;

dumber = data0;

dumber += data0;

dumber -= dumb; // y[n]=2x[n]-
((x[n]+2x[n-1]+x[n-2])/4)

if (dumber > 255) dumber = 255;

if (dumber < 0) dumber = 0;

output = dumber;

break;

case 6: // LAB 6 - 60 Hz 
NOTCH FILTER

TMR0H  =0xEF; // Reset timer 
count: high-order and low-order bytes

TMR0L = 0xB8; // 0xFFFF-0xEFB8 
= $1047 = 4167 => 4.167 ms => 240 Hz

data2 = data1; // Save the 
previous-previous in data2



data1 = data0; // Save the 
previous sample in data1}

data0 = ReadADC(); // Read ADC and 
save the present sample in data0

dumb = data0;

dumb += data2;

dumb = dumb >> 1; // y[n]=(x[n]+x[n-2])/2

output = dumb;

break;

case 7: // LAB 6 - MEDIAN 
FILTER

TMR0H  =0xEF; // Reset timer 
count: high-order and low-order bytes

TMR0L = 0xB8; // 0xFFFF-0xEFB8 
= $1047 = 4167 => 4.167 ms => 240 Hz

ad_input = ReadADC(); // Read ADC and save 
the present sample in ad_input

new_data = 1; // Set new_data 
flag

break;

 

PORTD = output; // Output to the D/A via the 
parallel port D 

TMR0IE = 1; // Enable timer interrupt

GO = 1; // Starts ADC conversion

}

if (INT0IF == 1){  // Interrupt for (-) button 
(pin 33/RB0/INT0)

INT0IE = 0; // Disable interrupt

INT0IF = 0; // Reset interrupt flag

if (buttondelay0 == 0){ // If buttondelay0 is not 0, 
it's a switch bounce

function--; // DECREMENT the 
function mode  

if (buttflag == 1){



buttflag = PORTB = 0; // Reset flag and turn off 
binary counter LEDs

function = 8; // Return to QRS 
DETECTION

}

if (function == 7) PORTB.3 = 0; // MEDIAN FILTER: Turn 
off buzzer/LED

if (function == 1){ // ECG SIMULATION

output = 50;

mode = counter = 0; // Initialize 
variables for ECG Simulation and

variable = 0; // Binary Counter

}

if (function == 0) buttflag = 1;// Set flag to return to 
QRS DETECTION if (-) button

// is 
pushed while doing BINARY COUNTER

LCD_update = 1; // Signal the main program to 
update LCD

buttondelay0 = 100; // Delay by 100 timer periods 
to debounce switch

} 

INT0IE = 1; // Enable interrupt

goto checkflags; // Check again in case there is a 
timer interrupt

}

if (INT1IF == 1){  // Interrupt for (+) button 
(pin 34/RB1/INT1)

INT1IE = 0; // Disable interrupt

INT1IF = 0; // Reset interrupt flag

if (buttondelay1 == 0){ // If buttondelay1 is not 0, it's a 
switch bounce

function++; // INCREMENT the function mode  

buttflag = 0; // Reset flag

if (function == 1){ // ECG SIMULATION: Turn off 
binary counter LEDs



PORTB = 0;

}

if (function == 9){

function = 0;   // Back to BINARY COUNTER

variable = 0; // Initialize variables for 
Binary Counter

output = 50; // and ECG Simulation

mode = counter = 0;

PORTB.3 = 0; // Turn off LED/Buzzer

buttflag = 1; // Set flag to return to QRS 
DETECTION if (-) button is pushed

} // while doing BINARY 
COUNTER

LCD_update = 1; // Signal the main program to 
update LCD

buttondelay1 = 100; // Delay by 100 timer periods 
to debounce switch

} 

INT1IE = 1; // Enable interrupt

goto checkflags; // Check again in case there is a 
timer interrupt

}

  }

}

void Transmit(uns8 value){ /************* Send an ASCII 
Character to USART ***************/

while(!TXIF) continue; // Wait until USART is ready

TXREG = value; // Send the data

while (!TXIF) continue; // Wait until USART is ready

delay_ms (2); // Wait for 2 ms

}

void ClearScreen(){ /******************** Clear LCD 
Screen ************************/

Transmit(254); // See datasheets for Serial 
LCD and HD44780



Transmit(0x01); // Available on our course 
webpage

}

void backlight(uns8 state){ /**************** Turn LCD Backlight on/
off *******************/

Transmit(124);

if (state) Transmit(0x9D); // If state == 1, backlight on

else Transmit(0x81); // otherwise, backlight off

}

void SetPosition(uns8 position){ /****************** Set LCD Cursor 
Position  ******************/

Transmit(254);

Transmit(128 + position);

}

void PrintLine(const * string, uns8 numChars){ /******** Print character 
string *******************/

uns8 count;

for (count=0; count<numChars; count++) Transmit(string[count]);

}

void PrintNum(uns8 value, uns8 position){ /*********** Print number at 
position *******************/

uns8 units, tens, hundreds;

SetPosition(position); // Set at the present 
position

hundreds = value / 100; // Get the hundreds 
digit, convert to ASCII and send

if(hundreds != 0)Transmit(hundreds + 48);

else Transmit(20); // If hundreds = 
0, display a space

tens = value - hundreds * 100; // Get the tens digit

tens /= 10;

Transmit(tens + 48); // Convert to ASCII and 
send

units = value - hundreds * 100; // Get the units digit

units -= tens * 10;



Transmit(units + 48); // Convert to ASCII and 
send

}

void SetupSerial(){ /****** Set up the USART 
Asynchronous Transmit (pin 25) *******/

TRISC = 0x80; // Transmit and 
receive, 0xC0 if transmit only

SPBRG = 25; // 9600 BAUD at 
4MHz: 4,000,000/(16x9600) - 1 = 25.04

TXEN = 1; // Transmit enable

SYNC = 0; // Asynchronous 
mode

CREN = 1; // Continuous 
receive (receiver enabled)

SPEN = 1; // Serial Port 
Enable

BRGH = 1; // High speed 
baud rate

}

void SetupADC(unsigned char channel){ /*********** Configure A/D and Set 
the Channel ************/

TRISA = 0b.1111.1111; // Set all of Port A as 
input

// ADCON1 Setup

// bit 7: Left justify result of AD (Lowest 6bits of ADRESL are 0's)

// bit 6: Set to Fosc/8

// bit 5-4: Unimplemented

// bit 3-0: Configuration of 8 AD ports (Set all 8 inputs to Analog)

ADCON1 = 0b.0000.0000;

// ADCON0 Setup

// bit 7,6 = 1,0: Set to Fosc/8

// bits 5-3 = Channel select

// bit 2: GO Bit (Starts Conversion when = 1)

// bit 1: Unimplemented

// bit 0: AD Po-wer On



ADCON0 = (channel << 3) + 0b.0100.0001;

ADIE = 0; // Turn off the AD interrupt

ADIF = 0; // Reset the AD interrupt flag

}

void delay_ms(unsigned char x){ /**** Generate a delay for x ms, 
assuming 4 MHz clock *****/

unsigned char y;

for(;x > 0; x--) for(y=0; y< 165;y++);

}

 

/**************************************** MAIN PROGRAM 
********************************************/

void main(){ 

// Initial Global Variables

function = variable = mode = counter = 0;

buttondelay0 = buttondelay1 = 0;

display = new_data =  0;

buttflag = 1;

output = 50;

LCD_update = 1;

TRISD = 0b.0000.0000; // Set all Port D pins 
as outputs (connected to D/A)

TRISB = 0b.0000.0011; // RB0 and RB1 as input 
for pushbutton, others outputs

SetupADC(0); // Call SetupADC()
to set up Channel 0, AN0 (pin 2)

SetupSerial(); // Set up USART 
Asynchronous Transmit for LCD

for (a=0; a<4; a++) delay_ms(250); // Take a deep breath...allow 
LCD to initialize

for (a=0; a<2; a++) delay_ms(250); // 

backlight(1); // Turn backlight 
on

ClearScreen(); // Clear screen 
and



SetPosition(1); // Set cursor to 
first position

PrintLine("BME 361 2012 :)", 14);

SetPosition(68); // Go to beginning of 
Line 2

PrintLine("Enter Team Name", 15); // Put your trademark here

for (a=0; a<4; a++) delay_ms(250);

T0CON = 0b.1000.1000; // Setup the timer 
control register for interrupt

// bit 7 = GIE - global interrupt enable

// bit 5 = TMROIE - Timer 0 overflow interrupt enable

// bit 2 = TMR0IF - Timer 0 interrupt flag

INTCON = 0b.1010.0000;

INTEDG0 = 0; // Enable pin 33 
(RB0/INT0) for pushbutton interrupt

INT0IE = 1; // Enable INT0 
interrupt

INTEDG1 = 0; // Enable pin 34 
(RB1/INT1) for pushbutton interrupt

INT1IE = 1; // Enable INT1 
interrupt

while (1){

if (LCD_update){

LCD_update = 0;

ClearScreen();

SetPosition(1);

PrintLine("Function: ", 10); // Print funtion number

PrintNum(function, 11);

SetPosition(65);

switch (function){ // Display 
current function name on Line 2

case 0:

PrintLine("Binary Counter", 14);

break;



case 1:

PrintLine("ECG Simulation", 14);

break;

case 2:

PrintLine("Echo", 4);

break;

case 3:

PrintLine("Derivative", 10);

break;

case 4:

PrintLine("LP Filter", 9);

break;

case 5:

PrintLine("HFE Filter", 10);

break;

case 6:

PrintLine("60Hz Notch", 10);

break;

case 7:

PrintLine("Median Filter", 13);

break;

}

}

if(function == 0){ // LAB 1 - 
BINARY COUNTER

variable++; // 
Unsigned 8-bit variable increments by one

if(variable <= 15){

variable = (variable << 4); // Move 
lower 4 bits to upper 4 bits (LEDs)

PORTB = variable; // Output 
to Port B



delay_ms(250); // 
Least significant bit toggles at 2Hz

delay_ms(250);

variable = (variable >> 4); // Return 
to lower 4 bits

if(variable == 15){

variable = 0;

PORTB = variable;

delay_ms(250);

delay_ms(250);

}

}

}

if(function == 7){

if (new_data){

new_data = 0; // 
Reset new_data flag

TMR0IE = 0; // 
Disable timer interrupt

 

for(i=8; i>=1; i--){

buffer = stuffed[i-1]; // Previous 
sample is shifted into next place

stuffed[i] = buffer; // 
Stores 9 consecutive values in array

sorted[i] = buffer;

}

stuffed[0]=ad_input;

sorted[0]=ad_input;

for(i=0; i<=4; i++){ // Bubble 
Sort: places first 5 values in order

for(j=i+1; j<=8; j++){ // of 
magnitude

pres = sorted[i];



next = sorted[j];

if(pres<next){

sorted[i] = next; 

sorted[j] = pres;

}

}

}

}

output = sorted[4]; // Median = 
middle value, i.e. array[4]

TMR0IE = 1; // LAB 6 - MEDIAN FILTER

// Enable timer interrupt

}

}

} /
******************** END MAIN ************************/

 

Appendix F: Images of Ongoing Research

ECG Simulation Successful:



 

 

 

EMG Simulation Successful:

Light, Medium, Hard Forearm Contractions:




